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Abstract
Along the fertile river valleys of coastal Australia dairying was for many years
the pre-eminent primary industry. The cream box is one surviving artefact of that
era, distributed across the landscape, and which is variously preserved, restored
or re-made in other locations. This material practice is linked to the language
used today to refer to these objects. While images of national identity do not
include the dairying industry, the practice suggests that within the region the
memory of the industry, both public and private, continues to create a regional
identity.
A land of milk and cream
Images of Australia’s primary production have traditionally focused upon wool, beef
and mining – where strong men and women pit themselves against a wide and harsh
environment. More recent images might emphasise wine production – where a soft focus on
ordered lush landscapes presents an image hinting at arcadian delight. However, this soft
green landscape is not new to Australian primary production; for many years Australia was a
prolific source of dairy products, predominantly butter, and to the UK, and this not curtailed
until the latter entered the European Common Market. Dairying was the main primary
industry on the richly fertile river valleys along the east coast of Australia. Dairying’s preeminence began with the closer settlement opportunities from the 1860s, when the sale of
milk led to the establishment of a network of local cream-separation hubs, co-operatives and
transport routes. From 1900 onwards, the arrival of the “home-separator” – a device for
quickly removing cream from milk – freed the farmers from transporting the bulky milk;
indeed, soon the cream was collected directly from the farmers’ properties in cream cans. In
the final twenty years of the nineteenth century, this closer settlement of yeoman type farmers
also led to the establishment of villages, with shops, schools, postal services and hotels, to an
intensity not seen before, nor since, in rural regional Australia. The dairy farms represented
an extensive pattern of small-scale whole-family operations, and it would be a reasonable
assertion today that most Australians who cite a previous family background in farming
would be referring to dairying.
Why a cream box?
In order to move the cream cans, every one of these farms would have had a cream
box – similar in function to the UK’s cream stand 1 – for the placement of full cream cans and
for the return of empty cans. These boxes kept the metal cans off the soil, and the raised
height aided the loading onto transport – first to the horse-drawn cart, later to the motorised
truck. As one former cream carrier described it:
The cream cans held 10 gallons and weighed 125 lbs, quite a load to pick up from
the group and into the truck tray which was four feet off the ground. In the
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summer and a good season I would pick up 65 cans but in the winter it might be
only 20 cans. (Barrie and Sim, p. 23)
Clearly any assistance from a raised stand would be appreciated.
In Australia, the cream box is typically of a stand with a roofed structure, walled on
three sides and open to the roadway. Protection from the hotter weather is gained in this way,
aided by cream collections being made in the mornings. The term cream box is still used for
these structures. This practice declined in the 1950s and 60s as bulk tankers were introduced,
taking whole milk from farm vats to the factories, removing the need for on-farm separation
of cream from milk, and the onerous work of managing cream cans. However, cream boxes
had a secondary role as a repository for deliveries – much like an oversized letterbox – and
where any perishable deliveries would particularly benefit from the added protection from the
weather. One recollection puts it this way:
For many dairy farming families the cream carrier was the linking pin to many
other functions.
They not only carried the mail and newspapers to many families, but delivered
bread, meat, ice and provided a range of other services. Cream carriers provided
an all important “back loading” service for dairy farmers whereby they collected
and delivered a wide range of goods including cattle and pig feed, as well as
petrol and kerosene.
I can recall our own carrier being given quite a large family shopping list and
returning next trip with clothing, boots and other sundry items.
and
The owners and drivers of cream carriers had their own special character and
were a great source of knowledge about what was going on in the area. A “yarn”
with the cream carrier was the highlight in the day of many a dairy farmer. Cream
carriers always had a good story to tell. (Trustum, p. 1)
The site of all these requests, expectations, information, instructions and amusement
was the cream box. The recollection of a cream carrier himself gives a sense of the detail
involved in these interactions.
My daily run would commence at 7 a.m. when I would pick up the cream cans
and the orders for the bread, ice, meat, groceries and articles for posting from the
farms.
Arriving at Tyalgum I would leave the cream at the Butter Factory then buy all
the supplies and pick up the “standing” orders, post the mail and pick up the
outgoing mail. I tried to keep the money in order and the right change for
everyone.
On the way home I would deliver all the goods … (Barrie and Sim, pp. 22-23)2
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Here is a sense of the cream box as a focus for one’s daily link with community (more
frequent and necessary than the weekly church service, hotel, sporting or other community
group).
Cream boxes today
No longer used as a loading platform or for deliveries, many of these cream boxes
remain as echoes of that earlier time. There are numerous examples of these timber
constructions in the final stages of decay – unpainted, leaning, the grey weathered timber
broken down, and in some cases to little more than the “stand”. Of the sturdy construction
required to support over 200 kg, yet, when their use had ceased over fifty years ago, the
persistence of so many of these untidy relics seems remarkable. Australians are largely a tidy
people.

Cream boxes that have been allowed to fall into disrepair.

Yet not all cream boxes have been permitted to decline into such a state, and there are
many examples where an original cream box has been renovated. This is particularly the case
where land subdivision has included the original property entrance (and so the cream box),
but now to a small acreage, or to a single house block. This has involved straightening,
replacement of missing boards, painting, re-roofing, although in new materials most unlike
the original timber. Adaptive reuse is rare – they are too large for letterboxes, too small for
children’s bus-shelters, but occasionally “just right” as a roadside stall for orchard or “hobbyfarm” produce. Most renewal examples function as vernacular art work, using different
colours and sometimes including cream cans as fixtures. In these examples they play a
similar role to letterbox art – a form which is widely distributed across Australia’s long rural
roads, well beyond the lush coast.3 In both cases, the cream box or cream can is located at the
entrance to the property and remains as a permanent marker of the household’s choice.4
Many restorations are so extensive as to appear like creations for property entrances
which were never sites for cream collection (see p. 43). To ask the question would be
impolite—such is the strength of feeling for the land-use past, where one must respect
homage, at least in parallel to authenticity and preservation.
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Cream boxes that have been preserved and/or restored.

Language of milk and cream
For all the linking with the past that is evident in the cream cans and cream boxes,
language in Australia has not maintained this attachment to the objects and the lost way of
life. Even in the region, slippage often occurs between the expressions cream can, milk can
and milk churn when referring to the same ubiquitous object. Those who do know tend not to
correct others. This indeterminate state of the language is indicated by the dearth of
compounds based upon milk- and cream- in Australian dictionaries.5 It is tempting to see this
as circular – if the expressions were used more widely, then they would appear in the
dictionaries, but, because they do not appear there, over time the terms become vague and
then fragment. Yet given the many communities based upon dairying, of course the terms
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were used extensively. The simple explanation would be that the historical/literary examples
which form the basis of the dictionaries’ sources do not contain these milk- creamexpressions, and so that those historical and literary figures whose roots were in dairying
country did not use that language to effect. This would accord with the near-hundred year
period of Australian national identity looking to the harsher and more isolated life of the
interior, and where its associated imagery left no place for a different form of hard work.6
Formal regional recognition
Yet regional organisations can find a space for
what is local, and ordinary, but also regionally
distinctive. From 1990 onwards, Lismore City
Council developed a system of road
roundabouts, in order to better manage traffic
flow. As part of this development, a series of
installations
reflecting
traditional
local
industries was constructed in the centre of
several roundabouts. Prominent amongst these
was an installation depicting the dairy industry
(see left). Its centrepiece was a windmill, and
at its base was a cream box and cream cans.
Even though part of a whole assemblage, this
was a rare public acknowledgement of the
cream box.7

More explicit attention was given in
2009 when the Platypus Gallery in Casino
(New South Wales) conducted a competition
based on their announcement: “Can you
draw, paint or photograph a roadside
creambox?” (see right). An art prize on the
topic is a rare public acknowledgement; it is
an articulation of what is mostly observed
and felt, and here given added solidity and
endorsement by the use of the compound
creambox.8 In the judging, and in its
community reception,9 there were numerous
expressions
of
preference
for
the
representative, rather than for the interpretive
or expressive. In all this, there was a sense
that one still needs to hold to the literal
existence of these relics. As such, this minor
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celebration acted as a reminder of the region’s primary industry past, and hinted at the set of
relationships and practices that supported that era. In this, the exhibition played an important
role in renewing and transmitting what Raymond Williams called “the structure of feeling”
(pp. 48-49).
Conclusion
As the community moves ahead, with prominence given to new industries – tourism,
education, health – there is an almost “over-the-shoulder” eye cast upon the vision of past
times. Whether it is the newcomers’ eye or those that have looked long at the region, there
are regular reminders of the past in the landscape, from old dairy buildings, to large cream
factory buildings to small cream boxes.10 The very act of their preservation, adaptation, or recreation – by those who have ownership or rental “guardianship” – provokes memory and
questions. In unspoken ways the contemporary cream boxes encourage solidarity,
paradoxically, with a form of individuality – one’s shared acknowledgement and respect for
the values of a former lifestyle of small-scale independent farming and the values of yeoman
farmers whose integrity was based upon hard work, independence, some creativity, the nature
of the land and its cycles. It was a view which looked inward, to the land and its potential
use. In excess, it was and is nostalgia for that yeoman/village occupation of the land – as
though its intensity and independence covered a much longer time period than it did, and as
though it somehow removed questions of the displacement of the Indigenous inhabitants.
However, in everyday life, the seeming simplicity of a rural past of close settlement (indeed,
its closest settlement) helps to give a sense of groundedness, of regional distinctiveness and
of renewal.
Whether a steadily collapsing relic, howsoever renovated, whether an unspoken
acknowledgement, or referred to in now-uncertain phrases, these sentinels are variously
watching over the present.

All photographs © R. J. Smith.
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Notes
1. New Zealand uses the same term. See The Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/18584/the-cream-stand.
2. As a ten-year-old child in the Hunter Valley (New South Wales) I was occasionally a
passenger on a cream truck making these pre-dawn pick-ups.
3. Eager’s work, Dinkum Aussie Mail Boxes: Rural Art Treasures of Australia (1986),
includes illustrations of eleven cream cans recycled as letterboxes, exceeded in examples
only by the far cheaper and more readily available small petrol drum. Although amongst
greater variety, the cream can has a similar prominence in Bachman’s Special Delivery:
Aussie Mailboxes and Other Roadside Attractions (2000).
4. For contrast, see a USA example where the cream can is used as a portable novelty cooker
http://www.southdakotamagazine.com/cream-can-cooking.
5. For example, the Australian National Dictionary, Oxford University Press,
http://australiannationaldictionary.com.au, has milk run and milk billy (a small hand-held
container for milk, but no entry on cream.
6. The OED (2nd edn) gives creme-box only for its early sacred meaning as the container for
chrism. It also gives hyphenated examples for cream-can, cream-cheque, cream-lorry,
cream-stand, and cream-truck, cited as “chiefly Austral. and N.Z.”. However, tellingly, the
examples given come from New Zealand texts, a country that has not had its national identity
tied to an arid landscape.
7. Even in regional histories with dairying as their subject, one finds no consideration of
cream boxes. See Maurice Ryan’s Norco 100: A Century History of Norco 1895-1995, a
work which could be termed magisterial. Even closer to the specific topic, see Helen
Trustum’s On the Cream Run (1995).
8. This is the first known occurrence of the compound word creambox. Otherwise, its
appearances in print are as two words, unhyphenated. While the gallery’s online presence has
no detail on its cream boxes exhibition (4-26 September, 2009), a sense of the quality and
scope of its regional activity can be seen from its upcoming exhibitions detail:
http://www.visitrichmondvalley.com.au/pages/upcoming-exhibitions/
9. I participated in this competition as one of the judges.
10. In presenting the nostalgic view, Maurice Ryan understates the types of surviving
evidence, and its regularity, which laid out across the landscape continually gives a “mental
map” of a former network of work and associated values and life: “In retrospect the story of
the dairy industry and of Norco has all happened so quickly and much of its physical
presence has been obliterated within the passage of one hundred years. Out in the heart of the
dairy country, the Big Scrub, only the occasional old walk-through dairy bales are to be seen,
now covered with lantana and wild tobacco bush.” (Ryan, p. 387)
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